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Camp / Workshop Master Plan March 2018 – December 2019
Camp / Workshop Program Options;
* Dramatic Speech with Theatrics©
* Art Masters Appreciation©

Stage for Kids International Camps / Workshops
Our camps and workshops run in both local and international early-learner schools during school
holidays and term breaks. These camps and workshops range between a one-day session to 5day daytime camps, lasting a few hours a day. We will work with you on the number of hours per
day.
Campers and educators work towards achieving educational targets and life and skill-enriching
goals; through our Station Rotation System filled with various dramatic learning modules.
The list below are curriculum themes available for camp/workshop for the period between March
2018 to December 2019.
Each theme carries within itself various learning objectives; as seen below, a brief description of
each theme is provided alongside the base literary material (for Dramatic Speech with Theatrics)
or art master/theme (for Art Masters Appreciation).
We recommend selecting an individual theme for each camp session; to allow a more in-depth
exploration, or if you wish, you may combine two themes together. The camp/workshop length
may also affect this decision.

Dramatic Speech & Theatrics Program Based
Camp/Workshop Themes
Annie the Musical
A classic from the 80s, Annie the Musical is a story of hope, positivity and
friendship. In this camp theme; little dramatics immerse in topics (What does
‘Orphan’ mean? Where do orphans live?) and subjects (The importance of
being positive / To learn to tolerate, understand and embrace diversity) to
build understanding and learn the importance of certain virtues such as
empathy, patience and kindness.
Campers are encouraged to contribute to the creative process of re-imagining
Annie’s story through literacy and theatre-based modules including Role-Play,
Monologue/Dialogue, Storytime Read-aloud and Emotion-in-Motion.

What’s in the Bag, Mr. Mysterious?
Mystery and suspense abound in this educational adventure
as campers and teachers attempt to solve challenging
situations, and work on critical thinking skills to answer
various questions! Plenty of movements for campers, and
plenty of speaking out! Would we make excellent
detectives? The only way to know is to join our Circle,
Storytime, Dramatization and theatre-based games and
more!
Books and characters to include; Where’s Wally, Jacob’s
Ladder and the The Paper Dolls.

That’s my Shadow – Shadow Play
Campers crank up their imaginative and creative skills
through shadow and puppet play in camp curriculum, ‘
That’s My Shadow – Shadow Play’. Integrated with
MOE’s STELLAR program, children will have plenty of
opportunities to work on various educational and
self-skill sets in dramatic fashion.
Activities to include play-acting, dramatization, poetry,
fun and games, crafts, story time, movement and dance,
and outdoor activities through and other theatre-based
modules. Skills to work on include language learning,
spelling, speech and projection, confidence in self and
peers, imagination, creativity, collaborative work with
peers and educators, exploration of drama/theatre activities, social skills and more.

I Want to be a Dinosaur
In ‘I Want to Be a Dinosaur’ – campers go on a Jurassic journey of
language (Literacy/Speech/Presentation) and dramatization through
tales of various sizes, literacy projects for various age groups, join in our
in-house produced songs and participate in theatre games to help in
bringing forth the best that we can be.
Key Words: History / Sizes / Measurements / Measuring Up / Past,
Present & Future / “I Want to be” / Dreams & Goals / My Dinosaur

Activities during camp/workshop would also include and work on; storytelling, play-acting, dramatization and
exposure to musicals/music, brainstorming, fun and games, magic time, movement and dance, life skills,
confidence and public speaking skills, leadership and ability to lead, and outdoor activities (when available).

Art Masters Appreciation Program Based
Camp/Workshop Themes
Tribal Africa!
Get Up on Your Feet – and to Everyone You Meet – this Time in Africa!
Campers go west to the African continent to learn about the various African
countries while immersed in age-appropriate folktales and events
/celebrations to learn about their art culture.
The art exploration includes the study of pictures, videos, and books to
both encourage creative expression, and allow the understanding of
art in the life of another.
Children then build upon their art camp experience
by merging what they have learned and integrating
their own artistic opinions and ideas through
the creation of their very own tribal village of
people, animals, homes, and the natural
surrounding; an art project to take home and share
what they have learned, and created.

The Art Superhero!
In this age of Superheroes, one cannot help but get on the heroic bandwagon
with The Art Superhero! Art Masters turn superhero in creating their own
journey of adventure in art and craft – while charting their story from
beginning to end. Campers collaborate with teachers to create their very own
superhero story while matching appropriate projects to both build and
enhance their own experience. Art projects to include; Superhero masks /
Super Capes – Soar like a hero! / Power Bands; What’s your Power? … And
more.

Henri Matisse Does Not have Fleas!

Henri Matisse is known to be fond of bright and expressive colors –
and this is highlighted in the curriculum where Little Artists are
encouraged to display their inner expression through various
art project(s).
Colors abound; children participate in activities that help them learn
more about color mixing, color emotion and attempt to describing art
through words. This involves plenty of self-expression, critical thinking
and boosting of artistic confidence.
In addition; Campers explore art in words and rhyme; integrated into
their camp adventures! Let the artistic fun times begin!

Pablo Picasso, Doves & Me!

Life and inspiration begin from a seed; this is how we ignite ideas
and creativity in our children – through planting artistic seeds in
the classroom. In Pablo Picasso, Doves & Me, we introduce/
re-introduce one of the greatest artists of the 20th century; Pablo
Picasso.
Other than immersing in stories of his life from childhood to his journey in
art; children get to create projects that mimic his art work and, also projects
that allow campers to imprint their very own creative ideas, inner expression
and likes, and understand that art is not limited to just one idea, color or
shape. This in addition to the theme of peace and love; a representation of
the Dove – the bird of peace.

Stage for Kids International
Inculcating a dramatic, educational and holistic life of culture, freedom of creativity, confidence in
self-expression and sharing of voices; whilst on a journey through the arts and literacy.
Stage for Kids International provides exceptional Enrichment Programs in early childhood
schools, conducts Camps and Workshops & runs the highly regarded annual Art Season of
unique, interactive and raw art events, plays and musicals for children ages 3 to 8 years old.
In addition, our enrichment curriculum has been integrated with the Ministry of Education’s
STELLAR Program (Singapore), ensuring a boost in confidence and language skills for children
entering Primary One.
All of our classes, camps, workshops, and Art Seasons come with a fusion of humorous fun,
educational activities, and a variety of tools, props and materials that would not only tingle your
child’s senses; but also aim to encourage curiosities, leading to participation, and eventually,
learning – in a dramatic, joyful fashion.

Some of Our Learning Philosophies and Goals;
Building of life skills through exposures of theatre-based themes, objectives and immersing in various performing and
art projects and activities *Providing a platform for self-expression, creativity and individualism, in class and out
*Inculcating the love for knowledge through joy-enhanced activities and projects with goals to relate all that is learned,
translating into real-life *Allowing the practice of reasoning and critical-thinking: Who, What, Where, When, Why,
Wow, We *Focusing on personal development with practice of real life habits, including understanding the importance
of being polite, courteous and working well within a group *Boosting confidence within oneself (and others) –
encouraging active speaking out and speaking up *A holistic learning approach with the fusion of literacy through
active storytelling, puppet play and Share-and-Tell, mystery through games and motion/action, creativity through art
projects *Stage for Kids Storytime ABCD: Attention, Bravery, Confidence & Delivery in Storytime/Language *Stress-free
learning environment (both free-exploratory time and structured learning time) *Active use of both fine and gross
motor skills *Cognition: use of memory skills, and application of knowledge into activities for understanding *STELLLAR
(MOE Singapore) program integrated to build and boost literacy-reading skills and confidence before entering Primary
One *Learning to present in 3 Sentences = 1. I am Brave 2. I Understand 3. I See You * SFKI in-house developed program
(Station Rotation system) where children immerse their voices, bodies and minds in a journey through various Learning
Elements under different Stations in the classroom

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have questions, or simply would like to know
more/discuss/make date bookings.

Camp & Workshop Inquiries & Booking can be made via;
Email – hello@StageforKids.com / www.StageforKids.com
Phones – Main Line: +65 85531135 / Enrichment & Event Department: +65 81740222

Stage for Kids International / 10 Anson Road, #10-11, International Plaza, Singapore 077903 /
www.StageforKids.com / hello@stageforkids.com / +65 81131135

